Synopsis

Your apple watch is a powerful tool, it’s time that you unleash the power within your watch. We are Apple geeks that spend our time finding out everything about apple products. This book features some of the greatest content that will help you understand every feature about your Apple Watch. We have dissected the Apple Watch and know every single thing that this device can do on your wrist. You Will Be Mastering:- Apple Watch hardware- Simple configurations with the watch- Fitness app- Cool features- How to take care of your watch
Get your copy today and unlock the power of the Apple Watch! This is an unofficial book. We are not associated or sponsored by Apple in any way.
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Customer Reviews

I am not particularly impressed. The information is accurate, but there were no surprises -- I had only had my watch two days when I got the book, but I had already learned just about everything the book told me from Apple videos and common sense. There was a total lack of “Aha!” moments.

This book had a lot of information. The reason I only gave it 3 stars was that the author did not include what buttons to push and screens to swipe and how to swipe them on each feature that was discussed. Some pictures would have been helpful.
Great succinct guide to Apple Watch. I recommend it to anyone who has purchased one. Gives clear directions for personalizing watch face and many pearls for increased functionality.

I was hoping for a jewel, a morsel of something that wasn't highlighted in the videos, news reports, YouTube and blogs. It's all out there, just go look for it.

The app definitely does what is supposed to do. It gives the essential tips one could use when using their Apple watch.

This was a help for a beginner I found out how to make calls from my Apple Watch very helpful

Meh! Better than what Apple offers. It's good to have something in print.
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